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 This research is a collaboration with César DUCRUET (CNRS & UMR 8504 Géographie-
Cités, France) and Olivier JOLY (University of Le Havre & UMR 6063 IDEES, France).

 A part of this research is published in Papers in Regional Science (forthcoming).



Main question

 How is the specialization of port traffic (still) related 
with the specialization of local economic functions?

 Many case studies of particular ports and regions, but lack 
of a systematic and comparative approach (e.g. port impact 
studies, monographs, local/national trends, …)

 General belief that the changing distribution of transport and 
logistics activities have put in question the “spatial fix” or 
“stickiness” of cargo flows (e.g. concentration dynamics in 
port systems, hinterland expansion, transshipment, negative 
socio-economic externalities, spillover effects, etc).
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2. Presentation outline
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Theoretical framework
Regional science (RS) / New Economic Geography (NEG)
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 Advantage: clear-cut mechanisms of regional development in relation to 
transport activities (agglomeration/dispersion forces, transport costs, ….)

 Limits: 
1. existing models focus on contiguous regions
2. The core-periphery model is not sufficient to address the possible mismatches 

between regional scale and traffic volume (cf. Fujita and Mori 1996)
3. Agglomeration & dispersion forces are commodity-specific.

Toward a new model
 4 types of combinations
 Different outcomes in 

terms of economic and 
logistics development 
opportunities

 Clear views on various 
implications for policies 
(e.g. support vs. 
redevelopment)
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Study sample Country No. regions No. ports

Asia-Pacific
（8）

Japan 39 172

South Korea 7 26

China 18 89

Taiwan 4 13

Malaysia 10 17

India 12 187

Australia 7 39

New Zealand 2 15

Americas
（5）

Canada 10 90

USA 36 287

Mexico 13 33

Brazil 20 80

Chile 11 19

Europe
（25）

EU24 countries 138 418

Turkey 14 51

Africa
（2）

Morocco 9 12

South Africa 3 8

TOTAL 40 353 1,556



Demographic importance of “port 
regions” versus “non port regions”
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Port traffic distribution 
by main commoditity groups
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Methodology

Regional level analysis (Japan, USA, and Europe)
 Simple correlation analysis; Pearson vs. Spearman
 PCA (principal component analysis)
 Hard clustering analysis; port-region typology

Global level analysis (40 countries)
 (quickly) port-region typology in a global perspective
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Hinterland patterns of some large regions
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Source: Lee et al. (2008).

 Europe is more characterized by an inland concentration of main 
markets as opposed to Asia and North America, although the latter has 
also developed continental connections through intermodal transport. 

 Gateway transshipment and port-region linkages thus exhibit different 
logics depending on the local context.



List of traffic and regional indicators
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Code Specialization Code General characteristics

Port traffic

T_Combus Combustibles (coal, oil, gas) T_Size Traffic size

T_Chemi Chemical products & fertilizers T_Impor Import/inbound traffic

T_Metal Metal products (iron & steel, scrap) T_Inter International traffic

T_Agric Agricultural, forestry products & live animals T_Diver Commodity diversity

T_Miner Minerals & construction materials 
(ores, sand, gravel) T_Firict Spatial friction

T_Manuf Manufactured goods 
(containers, vehicles, food products)

Socio-
economic

R_Agric Employment in agriculture and fisheries R_Popul Demographic size

R_Const Employment in construction R_Densi Population density

R_Indus Employment in mining & manufacturing R_Unemp Unemployment

R_Retai Employment in retail, hotel & transport R_RGDP GDP per capita

R_Finan Employment in finance & real estate

R_Publi Employment in public services

Index based on national (Japan and USA) / continental (Europe) average
Index based on national average
Other method, see Ducruet et al. (2010) in Regional Studies
Other method, see Debrie and Guerrero (2008, in French)

… relative indexes (cf. LQ) to better measure the specialization of flows/regions



Population, GDP, and port throughputs
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…confirm that the correlation increase with the level of aggregation, 
because of the aforementioned functional and administrative biases.
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Main outcomes
 Japan is better defined by significant 

(tight) correlations between traffic 
volume (T), manufactured goods (T), 
population size (R) and density (R), 
GDP (R), and the private service 
sector (R).

 This underlines the strong overlap 
between urban and port 
hierarchy before USA and Europe.

 The nature of port-region linkages 
remains similar, however the 
statistical significance differs greatly.

Correlations among 
all variables
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Main outcomes
 Main opposition between “core port 

regions (Type A)” and “peripheral 
port regions (Type C)”

 Higher valued, large, more 
international and more diversified 
traffics concentrate at large, richer, 
and with more tertiary activities (cf. 
finance & real estate)

 Lower valued, smaller traffics (e.g. 
agricultural, mineral products) 
concrete at more traditional and 
labor-intensive economies 
(agriculture, mining, construction…)

Position of variables 
on 4th principal 

components
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Link with local policy
 Strengthening port-

related activities and 
industries: Miyazaki, 
Oita, Tokushima, 
Kagoshima

 Redeveloping port-
related activities and 
industries: Ibaraki,
Aichi, Hokkaido, 
Okinawa

 Both strengthening & 
redeveloping: Tokyo
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Discussion & Conclusion

 Main outcomes of this research
1. There is still a link between types of flows and types 

of local economies, e.g. strengthening or redeveloping, 
(or both) port-related activities and industries.

2. The typology is rather logical and expresses concrete 
situations as well as strengths and weaknesses of port 
regions in a comparative way.

 Further research
a. Time series changes  single shot
b. Regional-country (multi) level differences  regional level
c. Port regions and non-port regions linkages  port region
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Policy message

 The port of Tokyo (Type A, strengthen & redevelop!) 
has continuously upgraded its facilities with port cargo 
increasing and has maintained efficient port operations.

 The port of Kobe (Type B, mismatch!) suffered from 
fierce competition (Busan in South Korea) in the early 
1990s as well as from the Hanshin earthquake in 1995.

 There are strategic plans to revive the international 
dimension of Kobe through management integration with 
the port of Osaka (Type B, mismatch!) by 2015 and 
investment in new container terminals since 2005.

 Because of the sticky link between material flows and the 
territories, a timely port investment is needed based on  
industrial specialization instead of inter-port competition 
(avoid the competition! in Asian maritime market).
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Thank you for your attention!

Hidekazu ITO, Ph.D.
hito@kwansei.ac.jp


